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So far I've really been enjoying the game. It has a neat mechanic where one player character holds domain over the world you
are in at a given time, being the primary fighter, while the other plays support. This spices battle up, especially when a certain
foe takes advantage of that and shifts between worlds mid fight. The music has been wonderful, and the plot shows a branching
storyline that you will be introduced to early. You'll know which world you are in at any given time by the music, and whether
anything in the world (minus your player characters) are monochrome and sad, or colorful and happy. I would reccomend this at
full price for someone looking for a neat, casual, RPG experience.. The moral theme of Soma Spirits is my favorite part of it,
and really why I bought the game in the first place. The game presents the player with real moral dilemmas that they have to
participate in and decide for themselves. There's never a clear winner; each decision comes with its pros and cons and makes the
player consider what the consequences of their action will be. The overarching plot of joy and sorrow is a little difficult to grasp
(I still don't understand what the value of sorrow is supposed to be), but the individual moments are good in isolation.
Unfortunately, the creative limitations of RPG Maker show themselves when it comes to tieing the regular gameplay to the
theme of moral dilemmas. While the game's narrative is about conflict resolution and creating peace, all you ever do to
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accomplish these goals is battle creatures with weapons and spells, which hardly feels appropriate. I hope in the future the
creator is able to expand their toolbox to other game development software so that they can truly put their vision into every
aspect of the game! The turn-based battles aren't half-bad by themselves; the switching of power and support roles between
worlds is neat and the various abilities give a decent amount of strategy to the fights. There were times when the battles felt
more tedious than exciting, and there were times when the opposite was true. The music and visuals aren't that great, but they're
fun and get the job done. Overall, I was satisfied with the game and am glad that I played it. I'm excited to see what this
developer will create next, because this game feels like an early manifestation of some great potential.. Tl;dr: A good game that
is worthy of a look at by any RPG or Indie enthusiast. If you are a fan of good RPG Maker games, this is a 100% must buy.
While by no means perfect, this game certainly has the heart and soul put into it with a wonderfully delightful style reminiscent
of the Mario and Luigi RPG's (Two characters with both being usefull), A Link to the Past (Light and Dark World) and even a
unique battle system that makes each battle a chess match. With branching stories and a difficulty setting, this game ozzes
replayability. Have I mentoined the charm? The charcters of this world are so interesting and fun to be around, and while the
story isn't a shakespearean masterpiece, the characters and idea alone are certainly more and enough for an Indie Title. It would
be a crime to not mention the awesome soundtrack. Developer Torch 60 really served up one spicy soundtrack, with soothing,
chraming beats in the light world, and fast, electric pieces in the dark world. It's a soundtrack so good, they even have a music
player in game for you to listen to them all! Thanks Torch 60! Overall, this game is worthy of a look at by any RPG or Indie
enthusiast. It's a great game to play on those long weekends, and I hope to see a sequel, or even a new game, from this dev team
in the future.. Gameplay: I don't typically like rpgs of this type, however this one is different, and I actually enjoy the combat in
this game. there are many games similar to this one where I liked the dialog, but I couldn't continue the game because i felt the
combat too dull. this game on the other hand is totally different. they even have a light world dark world gimmik that actually
adds to the game and the combat. Story: I dont know how to say this without spoiling anything. essentially, as you go through the
game, you need to decide if you would rather have people lose their happyness, or lose their sorrow. But in order to keep order
to the world, if you take the sadness from one person, you need to take the happyness from another. It forces you to think about
if one persons dreams and desires are important enough so that you take the dreams and desires from another person. or would
you rather take the happyness from this person so that someone else you meet later could be happy.. Heart and Soul one like me
always wished to see within a commercial RPG Maker game. The game takes example from the Mother series (Earthbound) in
making a simple turn based rpg that focuses on personality and charm and expands on that concept the way only this specific
developer could. Soma Spirit is a unique experience that takes inspiration from multiple greats. If classic Rareware made an rpg,
I'm not even sure they could match the amount of quirkiness shown in this one. Ultimately the game is a satisfying experience
that any JRPG or non JRPG fan can enjoy. It is a pleasant place to be where the player has the choice to shift the direction of
the story via cruicial choices. I am proud to say that I highly recommend this one. If you want a more throuogh review written
by me, stop by here: https://rpgmaker.net/games/8582/reviews/5413/. One concept I became interested in the last couple of
years the idea of light and darkness. I just find it very interesting that someone whou2019s pure darkness may be a pretty nice
guy while someone uses light might have evil intentions. And hereu2019s a game that tells a story about light and darkness.
Story: Long ago, the Sun King ruled over the world of Soma. But soon he became corrupt and used everyone as his plaything.
After he was defeated by a pair of heroes, the world was split in two. One a world of Joy. The other a world of Sorrow. These
worlds are protected by a the optimistic Heart and pessimistic Soul and after obtaining a strange orb, they go on a series of
adventures to save both worlds from disaster. While there is a story here, itu2019s more a bunch of small adventure that lead to
a finale. Itu2019s good that Heart and Soul are such a great duo. I had a smile on my face when they have conversations since
Heartu2019s love of everything around him was a delight and is balanced by Soulu2019s blunt and to the point nature. On thing
I thought the game did really was those short adventures and the moral choices in them. Yes, this game has a moral choice
system. In each story, you meet someone whou2019s having a dilemma of some kind and you have to figure what what would
be the best solution to deal with it, either to remove their Joy or Sorrow. And thereu2019s no wrong answer, itu2019s purely
based on what YOU think is the best idea. The highlight for me has got to be the Freezing Fjord which I wonu2019t spoil but it
felt like even if neither choose matters to the game, there is an impact to the area. If I had to nitpick something, I had to
mention that I found Evil Heart to be pretty bland. I mean Evil Soul was pretty unsettling and felt natural to his development
while Evil Heartu2019s development felt sudden and his personality was just dull. Gameplay: Ahem. NEW GAME +!! In order
to get around the dungeons, you have to switch between the two worlds as some paths or puzzle elements are blocked off in each
world. like a dead end might be near a portal and when you go through it, there might gone or there might be stairs. The combat
is unique as itu2019s just two people with one main attack and one supporter. Whou2019s who. That depends on the world
youu2019re in. In the Joy world, Heart is the fighter and Soul is support and in the Sorrow world itu2019s reversed. And like
the worlds themselves, they are the same but different. They both have two elemental attacks, a buff and debuff and a status
effect to name a few of what they can do. Yes, most enemies are the same between worlds but you canu2019t use the same
strategy as for example if you fight a joy enemy weak to ice, Soul canu2019t use his ice magic so he has to give Heart ice
powers to hit them with is regular attack. You also get SP ever turn to use spirit powers which are are like limit breaks that can
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deal star damage or drain MP to name a few. Presentation: I didnu2019t really talk about the worlds in story cause I wanted to
talk about them here cause the art and music both show the difference between the two. The Joy world is very bright with lots
colour. Everyone has a happy face and the music is very joyful to a psychotic degree that even the boss track is happy and
upbeat. The Sorrow is the complete opposite. All the colour is grey, you canu2019t see anyoneu2019s mouth or are either sad or
angry. The music sounds more like a regular RPG but as a more downbeat tone that even the intro to Soul sounds harsh. I was
reminded of Gloriau2019s Teather from Psychonauts with how the music and set represent the two moods. If I were to pick
favourite's, I have to pick the Joy world, mainly because I love bright colours and I prefer the fun music. But thatu2019s just
personal taste. I also want to add that the first time Verdict: This is a really good game. Itu2019s not long and even does morality
better than Undertale (There I said it.) 10/10. I really really enjoyed this little game. There was a nice twist on the standard turn
based battle system, I never felt like it was too hard or too easy (which is great for a game about balance!) My in-game time
looks really long but that's only because I often leave the game running while I do things and then come back to it. Which was
also a treat because some of the game music is fantastic!! My guess is closer to 10 hours to completion. If you enjoy jrpgs (think
earthbound), cute stories, touching moments/lessons, or just want a short palate cleanser.for 3 bucks you can't go wrong here..
This Is A great game, it feels alot like earthbound! make another.
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